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BIO
Jonathan is a proven leader in Financial
Services Search & Selection with over
12 years’ experience placing talent
and leading teams across London
and Australia. His mission is to create
positive change in an evolving industry
through helping the best people find
the best seats and maximising capability
development in those around him.
Jonathan began his professional career
in Insurance, working first for a Global
Broker and then a Lloyd’s & London
Market Insurer focused on Marine, Energy
and Liability products. A deep passion
for people meant that a transition into
the search & selection industry was a
matter of time and in 2009 Jonathan
built the Insurance division for a
successful Finance & Accounting recruiter
in London.
Moving to Australia in 2013, Jonathan
has built and led highly successful search
teams across the Insurance, Wealth,
Superannuation and Banking sectors
while personally delivering on critical
mandates. He takes quiet enjoyment
in seeing placed candidates go on to
achieve success and charting the success
of colleagues past and present he has
been fortunate enough to lead.

Jonathan is still actively involved in
the Insurance sector and maintains the
same passion for the industry today as
he did making his first presentation in a
Leadenhall Street boardroom all those
years ago.
Jonathan holds a Masters in Economics,
is qualified through the Chartered
Insurance Institute in London and
holds multiple qualifications in talent
assessment. Outside of work he is an
avid Arsenal FC fan and is passionate
about music, being the son of a Jazz
Musician and Scottish Folk singer. He is
also embarking on new passions in both
the financial markets and learning a new
martial art!
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